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AG Sessions ramps up War on Drugs
by: Darryl W. Perry

In January 2015, then-Attorney General
Eric Holder made headlines when he issued
a directive stating, “Federal adoption of
property seized by state or local law
enforcement under state law is prohibited,
except for property that directly relates to
public safety concerns, including ﬁrearms,
ammunition, explosives, and property
associated with child pornography,” which
represent a small percentage of the seizures
made under the federal program of civil
asset forfeiture.
On July 19, 2017 that directive was
rescinded by now-Attorney General Jeff
Sessions, who issued Order 3946-2017
stating, “Federal forfeiture of property
seized lawfully by state and local law
enforcement
agencies is authorized
whenever the conduct giving rise to the
seizure is in violation of
federal law.” Adding that, “Asset forfeiture
is one of law enforcement’s most effective
tools to reduce crime and its use should be
encouraged where appropriate.”

forfeiture only requires allegation of the government.” This does nothing more than
seized assets being connected to criminal give state and local police an incentive to
activity.
ramp up the War on Drugs in order to
increase funding to their departments
The Sessions memo adds, “This order… without requiring a criminal conviction.
makes another tool available to our state “Not only are most [state and local] civil
and local partners.” This additional tool, forfeitures [and all federal civil forfeitures]
police will argue, is needed because 24 subject to a standard of proof lower than
states have passed laws limiting the that required for criminal guilt,” as reported
practice, according to CBS News, this new by the Institute for Justice, “but in most
policy reversing the Obama-era prohibition states, property owners are effectively guilty
allows “local law enforcement [to] get until proven innocent.” Because owners of
around those restrictions by giving seized seized property are effectively required to
assets to the federal government instead of prove the property was not connected to any
returning them to their owners.”
illegal activity, and in many cases it costs
more to fight the forfeiture than the value of
Business Insider reports, “[b]y allowing the the seized items.
federal government to acquire the seized
assets, the state or local agency may be This roll-back of Holder’s directive will
eligible to receive up to 80% of the only serve to further expand the failing War
proceeds, bypassing state laws that require on Drugs, and civil asset forfeiture is
the assets to be deposited into general funds nothing more than legal plunder by another
for the state. The remaining 20% of the name!
funds would be kept by the federal
government.”

KEENE

Every Sunday – Social Sunday:
Burger, 82 Main St. – 6pm

Local

Bitcoin Meet-Up: (details vary, check keene.bitcoin.com)

LAKES REGION

Third Saturday – Lakes Region Porcupine
Meeting: New Hong Kong Buffet 12 Old
State Rd Unit 3, Belmont – 12-2pm

LEBANON

Last Tuesday of the month – Upper Valley
Porcupines:
Ziggy's Pizza, 254 North
Plainfield Road, West Lebanon – 6-8pm

MANCHESTER

ShireCalendar.FPP.cc)

Every Tuesday – Taproom Tuesday:
Murphy's Taproom, 494 Elm St. – 5-7pm

The State is at War — with the Future

pseudonym dL notes that “[t]he trajectory
It’s turning into a long hot summer for the of technology follows a repeated path.
When first introduced, it gives an
emerging global counter-economy.
asymmetric advantage to the individual.
In June and July, an international group of Over time, the state catches up and the
law enforcement agencies took down two asymmetric advantage shifts to the state.”
of the largest “Dark Web” marketplaces, Maybe he’s right. Maybe the political class
will be able to nip a bright future in the bud
Hansa and Alphabay.
and maintain its grip on power.
Then on July 25, the US Securities and
Exchange Commission issued a weird, On the other hand, Victor Hugo seemed
barely coherent, press release seemingly quite sure that “one withstands the invasion
kinda sorta but not exactly declaring its of armies; one does not withstand the
own plenary authority over all things invasion of ideas.”
cryptocurrency.
We stand at the doorway of a future
On the heels of the SEC’s fit of apparent featuring money without borders, work and
glossolalia, the US Department of Justice trade without permission. That future
announced its indictment of cryptocurrency represents existential crisis for the political
exchange BTC-e for “money laundering” class: The end of the state as we know it.
even as one of the site’s admins, Alexander Absent the ability to tax and regulate its
host, the parasite known as government
Vinnik, was arrested in Greece.
starves and dies.
What we’re seeing is the latest bit of
backlash from a political establishment The situation is equally dire for the rest of
scared witless by technologies which us.
threaten to make it superfluous.
High-profile takedowns like the Silk Road,
A friend of mine who writes under the Alphabay, Hansa and BTC-e, large as they
bumps
pseudonym

RECURRING EVENTS

First Saturday of the month – Merrimack
Valley Porcupines: – 11am (location varies, check

Civil asset forfeiture is mostly used to fight
the War on Drugs, and unlike criminal asset
forfeiture which requires a conviction
before assets can be seized, civil asset
forfeiture
by: Thomas L. Knapp

Community Calendars

loom in the moment, are mere speed
bumps. The road to the future remains
open, and the only way to plausibly close
that road off entirely is to essentially pull
the plug on every technological
development since the introduction of the
personal computer. What would that look
like? Think the Dark Ages, the Great
Depression, and North Korea all rolled into
one.
There’s no doubt that the American and
global political classes are willing to go
there. Any number of regimes have done so
on a temporary and semi-effectual basis in
times of unrest, and American politicians
have seriously proposed ideas like an
“Internet Kill Switch.” The excuse for such
proposals is to protect us from terrorists
and drug dealers, but make no mistake:
Their real purpose is to protect our rulers
from us.

Every Sunday – Shire Bitcoin Meetup:
Strange Brew Tavern, 88 Market St –
6-9pm

NASHUA

Every Sunday – Nashua Liberty Meetup:
Martha's Exchange, 185 Main St. – 6-8pm

NEWMARKET

Last Sunday of every month – Freecoast
Bitcoin Meet Up: Burrito Liberation, 170
Main St – 3-5pm

PORTSMOUTH

Every Tuesday – Freecoast Bitcoin Meetup:
STREET, 801 Islington St – 6-9pm

SEACOAST

Every Thursday – NH Seacoast Liberty
Meetup: rotates weekly between Dover,
Exeter, Hampton, Portsmouth & Rochester
– 7pm
(location varies, check ShireCalendar.FPP.cc)

That’s what’s at stake, folks. We can free
ourselves or we can return to the caves.
There is no third alternative.

Submit your events to editor@fpp.cc –
please send event information by the final
Sunday of each month.

Republished with permission.
Thomas L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives
and works in north central Florida.

More events can be found online at
ShireCalendar.FPP.cc
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Visit FPP online

Donate bitcoins

FPP News
(202)709 4377
Submit stories:
news@fpp.cc
Letters to the Editor:
letters@fpp.cc
Advertising
advertising@fpp.cc
We believe that copying is a form of flattery and do not
abide by the copyright laws. Those laws serve to restrict the
flow of ideas, which no one can really own.
♡ Copying is an act of love. Love is not subject to law.
FPP News is published monthly on the first Friday after the
last Sunday of every month. A single copy of FPPNews may
be picked up from news stands and distribution points for
free, additional copies are $5 each. Payment for additional
copies can be sent via Bitcoin to the above QR code or
online at http://Bitcoin.FPP.cc
Subscriptions are $12 USD per year.
Subscribe online at http://News.FPP.cc or via US Mail to:
FPP
c/o Darryl W. Perry
63 Emerald St #369
Keene, NH 03431
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A lack on choice is unfair
by: Darryl W. Perry

The last week of June was important in
many ways for advocates of school choice.
At the federal level, the US Supreme Court,
according to Qartz, “made rulings on two
cases in Missouri and Colorado that, while
concerning small issues within specific
school districts, likely have massive
ramifications on the country’s entire public
and private education systems alike.”

that the case involves only ‘express
discrimination based on religious identity’
and only ‘with respect to playground
resurfacing’” and has nothing to do with
taxpayer funding being directed to religious
schools for the purposes of education.
The case in Colorado – which was actually
three cases (Doyle v. Taxpayers for Public
Education; Douglas County School District
v. Taxpayers for Public Education &
Colorado State Board of Education v.
Taxpayers for Public Education) – however,
was about whether or not taxpayer funding
could go to non-government run schools.
The US Supreme Court vacated the
judgment and sent the cases back to the
Colorado Supreme Court for further
consideration.

The Missouri case, Trinity Lutheran Church
of Columbia, Inc. v. Comer, involved a
church-run school alleging a violation of
rights because they were excluded from
receiving taxpayer funding. The majority
opinion states, “the exclusion of Trinity
Lutheran from a public benefit for which it
is otherwise qualified, solely because it is a
church, is odious to our Constitution all the
It is a stretch to say that either decision at
same, and cannot stand.”
the Supreme Court was a “victory” for
SCOTUSblog reports, “several members of advocates of school choice. However, there
the court emphasized just how narrow they was one legitimate victory for advocates of
understood the Trinity Lutheran decision to school choice, and it involves the small
be. In a footnote, three justices explained New Hampshire town of Croydon.
that

Does the system preserve the status quo?

“Republican senators had made clear that
they did not expect – and did not want - the
bill to become law. Instead, they were
hoping it would trigger a conference
committee, where they can enter into
negotiations with the House on a much
Many people believe that the US Senate broader plan to repeal and replace the 2010
requires all pending legislation to obtain a healthcare law.”
60 vote majority before the body is able to
pass a bill with a simple majority. It is true When the bill came up for a vote, it was
that Senate rules require a three-fifths rejected. Meaning that despite having a
majority vote to end debate on most majority in both chambers of Congress, and
pending legislation; however Senate rules having a President willing to sign
also allow for some legislation to bypass the legislation, the Republicans have failed to
need for cloture – the legal term for voting deliver on a seven-year old campaign
to end debate and avoid a filibuster. UPI promise.
reports, “The procedural tactic [of
reconciliation] was first introduced as a Maybe it’s not their fault. Consider for a
means for legislators to quickly alter moment that the system is designed to
budget-related legislation. In order to help preserve the status quo. Congressional rules
quicken the process, legislation being make no distinction between adopting new
considered under reconciliation is not laws and repealing old laws. It is just as
subject to filibuster. The caveat is that the difficult to repeal, as it is to repeal-andlegislation must relate strictly to matters replace.
affecting the federal budget.”
Maybe a new set of rules is needed so that
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell any legislation that only repeals existing
was hoping to use reconciliation on a bill statutes and regulations (i.e. strikes words
designed to repeal and replace the and does not add new words) requires only
Affordable
Care
Act.
Elizabeth a simple majority, and does not require a
MacDonough, the Senate’s parliamentarian, cloture vote to end debate or the threat of a
said parts of the bill were policy-focused filibuster; and any legislation that creates
which meant the entire bill would not be new statutes or regulations – or adds any
words to an existing law – is not only
subject to reconciliation.
subject to cloture rules but also requires a
This ruling seemed to prompt Republican three-quarters majority for passage. If this
leadership in the Senate to come up with an were adopted in conjunction with other
alternative proposal called a “skinny proposals such as the One Subject At A
repeal,” which was only made public a few Time Act, Read the Bills Act & Write the
hours before Senators were scheduled to Laws Act, Congress would have a much
vote on it, and appeared to be subject to harder time infringing on our rights, and
more time to repeal bad laws.
reconciliation. The UK Guardian reports,
by: Darryl W. Perry

The US Senate is an interesting legislative
body with rules and procedures that make
little sense to anyone who does not closely
follow the legislative process.

Croydon, like many small towns in NH,
doesn’t have their own High School; so
their students are sent to one in a
neighboring town. The Concord Monitor
reports, “The matter first kicked off in 2012,
when the town voted to end its exclusive
contract with Newport schools, where for
decades the town had sent their students
after they graduated from Little Red [the
nickname of the one-room Croydon Village
School]. After a transition year, the school
board instituted a school choice program,
paying a set tuition amount to the school of
a family’s choosing.”
In 2014 the State Department of Education
told the Croydon School District to cease
the practice of sending tuition to the
Newport Montessori School. WMUR
reports, “The three-member board, led by
two libertarian activists and a parent whose
children attended the Montessori school,
refused.” Before the situation could play out
entirely in the courts, the New Hampshire
Legislature stepped in to pass a law
authorizing any town with no public school

to “execute a contract with any approved
nonsectarian private school approved by the
school board as a school tuition program.”
WMUR reports, “This victory means
Croydon can continue to send kids to the
Montessori at a cost of $8,200 dollars per
student — almost $5,000 less than it costs
to send them to Newport Middle School.”
Adding, “Advocates for the public
education system said the new law is
fundamentally unfair.”
Opponents of the government-funded
school system would retort that the current
system of funding schools is unfair to those
without children, to those with children who
wish to opt-out of the government-run
education system, and to those who simply
oppose the coercive nature of government.
Regaining local control over education is
certainly a good first step towards real
education freedom; however the taxpayer
funded mechanism for schooling needs to
be abolished.

Privacy: J. Edgar’s not the Hoover you need to
worry about anymore
by: Thomas L. Knapp

Is your vacuum cleaner spying on you?
Hamza Shaban of the Washington Post
reports that iRobot, maker of the
“autonomous” Roomba vacuum, may
eventually sell the internal maps of your
home the device builds to facilitate its work
to the makers of other “smart home”
devices.

gathering it? What will be done with it?
Where will it end up, intentionally or
otherwise? The commercial applications,
however annoying and intrusive they might
become, aren’t the half of it.
One not terribly far-out, if somewhat
dystopian, prediction:

As autonomous vacuums and similar mapreliant devices become the norm (and as
they get cheaper, that will happen),
governments will become major customers
for the information they gather. The obvious
application for that data is law enforcement
(for example, being able to call up the floor
plan of a house when planning a search or
raid). But you should also expect that your
The bigger question: Is it worth it?
county assessor will use that information
when calculating square footage for your
The answer: It depends.
tax bill, and don’t be surprised if city
Benjamin Franklin cautioned us against planning and zoning bureaucrats come
“giv[ing] up essential liberty, to purchase a knocking to talk about that addition you
little temporary safety.” If he lived today, I built without a permit.
think he’d be fascinated by the Internet of
Things — and that in updating the quote And then, of course, there’s the criminal
above to describe it, he’d likely substitute element (but I repeat myself). The same
“privacy” and “convenience” for “liberty” people who stole your credit card number at
the gas pump last year may acquire and use
and “safety.”
this type of information to case your house
I’m not going to try to tell you not to buy an for prospective burglary next year.
autonomous vacuum or smart thermostat or
Amazon Alexa voice-activated device (I Watch yourself. And never forget that your
have a couple of those myself). They can be stuff is watching you too.
incredibly useful. They can make our lives Republished with permission.
Thomas L. Knapp is director and senior news analyst at the William
better in significant ways.
Lloyd Garrison Center for Libertarian Advocacy Journalism. He lives and
In the latest phase of our frenzied
technological advancement, it’s clear that
yes, our gadgets do collect and use more
and more information about us, and that that
information progressively ramifies across
more, bigger, and more integrated networks.

works in north central Florida.

But when weighing the associated costs,
don’t forget to account for the risks inherent
in sharing your information. Who’s
gathering it? What will be done with it?
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2017 Legislative Session Recap
Before the 2017 Legislative Session began,
Liberty Lobby LLC CEO Darryl W Perry
began identifying bills of interest. This was
initially done based solely on the titles of
the Legislative Service Requests (LSRs),
which are made public shortly after being
filed. The text of the LSRs are then made
available once the wording is finalized and
has a signature from the sponsor. Not every
LSR gets a bill number; a Representative or
Senator can ask to withdraw the LSR. This
often happens if there are multiple LSRs on
the same topic with the same objective, or if
the sponsor learns there is little chance of
passage.
Of the LSRs marked as “of interest” by
Liberty Lobby LLC, 39 were withdrawn
before the text became available. Another 3
were withdrawn after the bill text became
available, but before being assigned to a
committee. Once committee hearing began
in January, bills could not be withdrawn.
However, the sponsor of SB82 (relative to
labeling for maple syrup) requested the bill
be deemed “Inexpedient to Legislate,” and
the public hearing lasted less than one
minute.
Here are some of our successes (Bill #, Title
& Result):
HB436 Exempting persons using virtual
currency from registering as money
transmitters.
PASSED
HB240 Relative to state party conventions;
(repealing the authorization for a political party to provide for an
alternative to the statutory method of determining the date, call, and
purpose of the state convention and selecting delegates.)

KILLED (This bill would have put undue burden on the Libertarian
Party, and would have required the Party to potentially seat non-members
as delegates to the state convention.)

HB82 Relative
to
hair
braiding,
exempting hair braiding from Barbering,
Cosmetology, and Esthetics licensing.
PASSED
SB23 Legalizing firecrackers.
PASSED
HB140 Relative to sales and samples
provided
by
wine
manufacturers;
authorizing wine manufacturers to conduct
sampling and retail sales at locations other
than their manufacturing facilities.
PASSED
HB152 Relative to direct shipment of beer.
PASSED
HCR2 Supporting efforts to ensure that
students from New Hampshire have access
to debt-free higher education at public
colleges and universities.
KILLED
HB164 Relative to poker in private
residences; allowing the playing of home
poker games.
PASSED (We would like to see the phrase “in a private residence”
expanded to allow the games to take place anywhere on the property, and
not be confined to the inside portion of a residential dwelling.)

Now, lets look at some of our losses(Bill #,
Title & Result):
CACR1 Relating to the general court.
Providing that the general court shall hold
sessions biennially.
HB242 Relative to the definition of e- KILLED
cigarette and the sale of tobacco products;
changing the definition of e-cigarette to HB171 Prohibiting the state or its political
provide that the device may or may not subdivisions from assisting a federal agency
contain nicotine. Including e-cigarettes in in the collection of electronic data without a
the definition of tobacco products for warrant.
purposes of sale and licensure requirements. KILLED
KILLED
HB223 Prohibiting recipients of county or
HB165 Relative to disqualification of municipal funds from using such funds for
election
officers;
prohibits
certain lobbying.
disqualified election officers from handling KILLED
any ballots.
HB209 Relative to the adoption of Atlantic
KILLED
standard time.
HB642 Relative to eligibility to vote and KILLED
relative to student identification cards.
HB394 Relative to public employees
KILLED
testifying before legislative committees;
HB497 Relative to delegates to national requiring public employees to have the
party conventions; prohibiting a party from permission of their superiors prior to
seating delegates at the national party testifying before a legislative committee.
convention from this state that have not KILLED
been apportioned in accordance with state
HB495 Relative to amendments to warrant
law.
KILLED (This bill would have caused the articles; prohibiting the amendment of
Libertarian Party to either violate state law, petitioned warrant articles; deleting the
or violate national party bylaws)
requirement that a petitioned warrant article
include a notation of whether or not the
HB588 Relative to voter identification article is recommended by the governing
requirements; requiring a voter who does body or the budget committee.
not present a valid photo identification to KILLED
vote by provisional ballot.
SB114/HB217 Prohibiting a candidate
KILLED
from receiving the nomination of more than
HB447 Relative to allocating electoral one party.
college electors based on the national KILLED
popular vote.
KILLED
Other legislative victories in the 2017
session that Liberty Lobby LLC were not
HB464 Relative to voter identification directly involved with include:
requirements when obtaining a ballot; Adoption of constitutional carry
repealing the authority of election officials Expansion of qualifying conditions under
to vouch for the identity of voters or to therapeutic use of cannabis (to include
accept any photo identification they PTSD, chronic pain, and a removal of the
requirement that an injury “significantly
determine to be legitimate.
interferes with daily activities” in order to
KILLED
qualify for therapeutic cannabis)
HB194 Permitting employers to pay wages Repealing the commuters income tax
to employees weekly or biweekly.
Making oral contraceptives available
without a prescription
PASSED
Prohibiting the inclusion of statewide
HB473 relative to the sale of gift assessment results in a student’s transcript
certificates.
without consent
Limiting the use of cell site simulator
PASSED
devices by law enforcement agencies.
HB98 Relative to brew pub licenses,
authorizing brew pubs to manufacture In total, we provided testimony on over 80
bills with several being retained until the
alcoholic cider.
2018 Legislative Session. Of the Bills to
PASSED
come out of committee, we were successful
HB301 Relative to the regulation of in helping PASS 20 bills and were
successful in helping KILL another 19 bills,
electric grills.
PASSED (This bill would not have passed in its final form for a total of 39 direct legislative successes
without our testimony)
in the 2017 session. These successes would
not have been possible without your
financial
HB110 Requiring members of the press
corps covering the proceedings of the
general court to wear a name tag.
KILLED

financial help, which allowed me to take
time off from my regular job to read bills,
prepare testimony, and travel to Concord to
testify on bills, and meet with members of
the General Court.
When Liberty Lobby LLC began 14 short
months ago, we had one financial goal:
acquire a mere $5,000 per year in
contributions from people like you to help
pay for travel and administrative expenses.
In the first calendar year, we were only
$214 from our goal, with most (56%) of our
funding coming in the form of recurring
contributions. That means each legislative
success cost less than $125! If current
funding patterns do not change, recurring
contributions will help us reach 70.32% of
our goal for the coming year. With your
help, the 2018 Legislative Session will be
just as successful, if not more so, both
legislatively & financially.
While this is the off-season for the General
Court, we are preparing for the 2018
Legislative Session’s filing periods in
September (for the House) & October (for
the Senate), with committee hearings
picking up again in January.
Liberty Lobby LLC is not for hire to the
highest bidder, and will advocate for 100%
freedom on every issue, every time.
Specializing in:
Election Law (specifically: ballot access
reform and voter rights), Freedom of
Information/Government
Transparency,
Freedom of Speech, and Municipal &
County Government.
The mission of Liberty Lobby LLC is to advocate for minimal
government and maximum human freedom by weighing all legislation
against the litmus of our principles and responding accordingly by
testifying in legislative hearings, holding court with individual legislators,
and crafting liberty-minded legislation.
Our goal is to acquire a mere $5,000 per year in contributions from
people like you to help pay for travel and administrative expenses. If you
are interested in helping fund Liberty Lobby LLC, you can start with a
recurring
contribution
of
as
little
as
$5
a
month.
http://libertylobby.info/contribute
Every contribution helps bring us that much closer to achieving our goals
and ensuring liberty in our lifetime.
Liberty Lobby LLC is not for hire to the highest bidder, and will
advocate for 100% freedom on every issue, every time. Liberty Lobby
LLC specializes in Election Law (specifically ballot access reform and
voter rights), Freedom of Information / Government Transparency,
Freedom of Speech, and Municipal & County Government.

